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 Dr. Glenn: This is the very good Dr. Glenn Livingston with Never Binge Again and 
I'm here with Sergeant Master Yoav Ezer, the inimitable CEO of our 
company, Never Ever Again, and my good buddy and my friend.  How 
are you? 

Yoav: I am inimitable today. 

 Dr. Glenn: You can't say it either. 

Yoav: No, but it's funny. 

 Dr. Glenn: What do you want to talk about? 
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Yoav: Again, I'm going to return to the topic of being perfect because it's a 
topic that comes up a lot.  This is going to be short, but I think it's going 
to be for the people who really adapt this idea.  It might be life-
changing.  Let's go back to the beginning. 

 In order to stop binging, lose weight and get to your goal weight, you 
need to do a lot of hard work.  You need to be focused.  You need to 
be precise.  It's not easy especially if by nature you're an overeater or 
you're a binge eater, and your surrounding and your history pointed 
you in other directions.  So you need to be "perfect" or almost perfect 
to get to your goal.  It's work.  But most people perceive this in a way -- 
and we've talked about it many times, but I think that this is a bit 
different -- perceive being perfect in a way that does them a big 
disservice. 

 There are two ways to perceive being perfect.  The one that everybody 
does is unforgivingly demand perfection from themselves.  If you make 
a mistake, you beat yourself up about it.  You torture yourself.  You 
focus on the mistake.  You focus on how it reflects on you.  You 
discount all the good things you've done.  You unforgivingly demand 
perfection for yourself.  You go through a period where you throw the 
rules out the window because you're not perfect and you're not in the 
mood.  Then you climb back and again demand perfection from 
yourself in an unforgiving way.  This doesn't work. 

 The other way is by forgivingly striving for perfection.  You want to 
strive for perfection.  What people misunderstand about Never Binge 
Again is that we don't want you to stop trying to aim at the bull's eye 
100 percent.  You need to try to aim at the bull's eye 100 percent.  
Always strive to be better and better and as close to perfect as you 
can, and even perfect.  The way to be as close as perfect as you can is 
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to strive to be perfect, but you want to do it in a forgiving way.  If you 
make a mistake, instead of going to town on yourself and make 
yourself suffer because of the mistake, you want to forgive yourself for 
making the mistake and use that mistake to improve. 

 The difference between the two approaches, the first one, which is 
unforgivingly demanding perfection from yourself, is that it's a fixed 
mindset.  You expect yourself to be perfect from the get-go, and if 
you're not perfect then you're a failure.  That produces a downward 
spiral.  But the other way around, if you're forgivingly striving for 
perfection, it's a growth mindset.  And in the growth mindset, you 
always improve.  You even use the mistakes to improve.  Take the 
mistake.  You learn from it.  You improve.  That produces ever 
improving results and an upward spiral, if that makes sense. 

 Dr. Glenn: That makes so much sense that I don't even have anything to say.  
Yes, commit with perfection and forgive yourself with dignity.  The real 
critical insight there is that that's a growth mindset as opposed to a 
destructive mindset. 

Yoav: A fixed mindset, yeah. 

 Dr. Glenn: Thanks for your time and attention.  If you'd like to find out more about 
a guaranteed way to dramatically or completely reduce your binge 
eating, overeating, cravings and food obsession in 30 days or less, you 
should check out our new coaching program at 
FixYourFoodProblem.com.  That's FixYourFoodProblem.com.  The 
program is completely risk-free, which means that either you get the 
results I just mentioned or you pay nothing at all.  As you can imagine, 
with this refund policy, we keep careful track of results and are 
constantly adjusting our approach to get better and better.  In fact, we 
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couldn't afford this kind of guarantee if the vast majority of our clients 
weren't incredibly successful.  You can always see the latest stats 
and/or reserve a spot if one is available at FixYourFoodProblem.com.  
That's FixYourFoodProblem.com. 

 Now, I totally understand if you're thinking that the Never Binge Again 
Online Intensive Coaching and Accountability Program is expensive, 
but the fact of the matter is we tend to vote with our dollars about the 
things we care about most.  Because we can say we care about X, Y 
and Z, but what really matters at the end of the day is where we spend 
our money.  The things we really care about, we spend our dollars on.  
So if we want to change the things we care about, we have to change 
the way that we vote with our dollars.  Right now, your dollars are 
voting for binging. 

 Look.  I know it sounds harsh, but take a look at the amount of money 
you're actually spending on takeout and deliveries in the last month 
and you'll probably be shocked.  Our average client spends almost 
$400 every month on binge food, which is nearly $5,000 a year.  That 
$5,000 a year is reinforcing their identity as overeaters and binge 
eaters.  So separate and apart from all the other health, weight loss, or 
appearance benefits, the Never Binge Again Online Coaching and 
Intensive Accountability Program can help shift your identity towards 
that of a thin and healthy person. 

 This shift begins with your spending habits.  See, a small fraction of the 
money you're currently throwing away on binge food might go towards 
the intensive program, but most of it will go towards your real interests.  
Maybe you save some of it.  Maybe you invest it in your family or 
friends.  Maybe you buy new clothing or invest it in your hobbies.  But 
no matter what you do, any dollar no longer spent on binge food and 
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overeating goes towards your goals, and more importantly, towards 
building an identity as a confident and healthy person who just doesn't 
binge or overeat, the kind of person who just doesn't binge or overeat.   

 If you're sick and tired of feeling sick and tired and you don't want to be 
in a diet the rest of your life then this is exactly what you want to do.  
You want to become the kind of person who doesn't overeat.  You want 
to build it into your character so you don't have to think about it all the 
time.  It all starts with investing in the Never Binge Again Online 
Intensive Accountability and Coaching Program instead of spending 
the money on binge food.  And while it might seem expensive on its 
surface, the program cost pales in comparison to the real financial, and 
more importantly, identity-changing benefits you'll receive.  So go to 
FixYourFoodProblem.com and let's get started now.  
FixYourFoodProblem.com.  That's FixYourFoodProblem.com.  Thanks. 
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